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Over the recent years, computational trust and reputation models have become an invaluable method to im-
prove computer-computer and human-computer interaction. As a result, a considerable amount of research
has been published trying to solve open problems and improving existing models. This survey will bring addi-
tional structure into the already conducted research on both topics. After recapitulating the major underlying
concepts, a new integrated review and analysis scheme for reputation and trust models is put forward. Using
highly recognized review papers in this domain as a basis, this article will also introduce additional eval-
uation metrics to account for characteristics so far unstudied. A subsequent application of the new review
schema on 40 top recent publications in this scientific field revealed interesting insights. While the area of
computational trust and reputation models is still a very active research branch, the analysis carried out here
was able to show that some aspects have already started to converge, whereas others are still subject to vivid
discussions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the past few decades, a considerable amount of research has been conducted on the topics of
computational trust and reputation models1 (Ahmad 2012; Burnett 2011; Teacy et al. 2012; Tian
et al. 2016; Urbano et al. 2011; Yu et al. 2013). Studying underlying ideas such as trust (between
humans) had gained prominence long before interest in the computational aspects appeared (Kini
and Choobineh 1998). One of the starting points for considering computers and trust in the same
context was Marsh’s Ph.D. Thesis (Marsh 1994), which is deemed to be the first publication merging
these two concepts.
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Research regarding (computational) trust and reputation has not only been conducted with re-
gard to supply chains, e-commerce, or Information Systems but also spans a wide variety of dif-
ferent academic disciplines, including psychology, economics, and sensor networks (Ashtiani and
Azgomi 2014; Brinkhoff et al. 2015; Grandison and Sloman 2000; Mui et al. 2002a, 2002b; Pinyol and
Sabater-Mir 2013b; Sabater and Sierra 2005). Many practical approaches on high-profile applica-
tions are still currently in intensive use. For example, the reputation systems on websites like eBay,
Amazon, or individual rating websites such as Tripadvisor and Goodreads. Accordingly, trusting
relationships have been discovered and described between various entities including between IT-
systems, humans, and/or organizations (Laeequddin et al. 2010).

Given the need for answers to tackle the given challenges, both research and practice have be-
gun to develop theoretical models to get a better understanding of the domain, as well as practical
solutions to support the affected entities. Despite the already existing large array of research, au-
thors continue to propose new models and ideas, thus making this research area a trending, still
incomplete, and inconsistent topic (Jøsang 2007; Jøsang et al. 2007; Pinyol and Sabater-Mir 2013b).

To frame the conducted research in some systematic order, a variety of survey papers have been
published. An earlier study carried out by Sabater and Sierra (2005), tried to compile an overview
of the already existing computational trust and reputation methods present in the literature. More
recently, similar undertakings have been executed by Ruohomaa et al. (2007), Lu et al. (2009), Yu
et al. (2013), and Pinyol and Sabater-Mir (2013b), as a non-complete but representative sample.

As the research domain is still evolving, new concepts emerge, including novelties such as e-
trust (compare statements by Deutsch (1958) and research results of Laeequddin et al. (2010)).
Thus, to avoid the risk of missing what has recently been researched, and what is currently con-
sidered state of the art in such a fast paced research domain motivated us to systematically review
research efforts from the years 2013 to 2016, especially considering the fact that the last major
literature review was published in 2013. As a consequence, this survey will try to be the required
additional guidance through these recent developments. To achieve this goal, Section 2 presents
an extensive overview of the concepts of trust and reputation, as well as their computational off-
spins. Section 3 contains the conceived evaluation matrix, which integrates several already known
and implemented schemes that can be used to classify and analyze trust and reputation models.
In Section 4 the new approach is used on a set of recent research approaches (the selection is
also described in Section 3). Overall takeaways and results are then discussed in the concluding
Section 6.

As a design decision, this survey has a special focus on assessing computational models that
allow follow-up implementations.

2 DEFINITIONS AND BACKGROUND

2.1 Definition(s) of Trust

The first element that needs to be discussed when talking about “Computational Trust and Reputa-
tion models” is the concept of trust. This seems appropriate considering the widespread assumption
that trust is an important concept for business/commercial relationship (between individuals but
also between larger institutions) (Clark and Lee 1999; Dellarocas 2003; Grandison and Sloman 2000;
McKnight and Chervany 2001; Sabater and Sierra 2005). While most of these papers focus on busi-
ness in general, the discussion is also ongoing in the area of Supply Chain Management. One article
by Laeequddin et al. (2010) sums up much of the related discussion and the importance of getting
alright, the concepts of trust.

Despite its apparent importance, trust remains a difficult concept to grasp and define properly.
Deutsch (1958) indirectly mentions this problem pointing out that up to that moment, no sufficient
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Fig. 1. The relationship between trustee and truster.

(experimental) research had been conducted. Half a century later, still no standard definition
exists, leading to a variety of different definitions throughout Academia (for an overview, see
Laeequddin et al. (2010)), and some practical examples, see Schwieters (2015). Commonly men-
tioned reasons for that ambiguity include: trust being “complex” (McKnight and Chervany 2001),
“abstract” (Schwieters 2015), and “confusing” (Shapiro 1987). This is aggravated by the fact that
trust is not a stable but rather a dynamic concept, as Botsman (2015, 2016) points out in some of
her articles.

Yet, despite the variety of existing definitions and the difficulties in finding a standard one, there
are some elements that most authors can agree on. One common concept is visualizing trusting as
the relationship between a so-called Truster and a Trustee (see Figure 1). As depicted in Figure 1,
the truster is the party that is in need of some service and thus places his/her trust into the trustee,
a second entity who is supposed to provide the required service (Laeequddin et al. 2010). Here it
has to be noted that the relationship does not necessarily have to be a 1:1 one, but could also be
1:n/n:n/n:1, depending on the situation (Grandison and Sloman 2000). Furthermore, it is impor-
tant to understand that the relationship between the two entities is not required to be symmetric
(Grandison and Sloman 2000).

Another often-mentioned property of trust is its context dependence. Sabater and Sierra (2005)
explain this with a basic example. They point out that a doctor would be trusted when it comes
to medical treatment but might not be trusted when a suggestion for a bottle of wine was needed.
Grandison and Sloman (2000) put it differently by pointing out that trust was not absolute, meaning
that no trustee would be trusted in every potential situation. They also add that trust in itself
usually underlies the very same limitations. The only notable exception here is Zhong et al. (2015),
who distinguish between competence (trust in expertise) and integrity (trust in goodwill) trust and
classify integrity trust as a non-context dependent.

A third necessary property of trust, respectively, for the need for trust, is the existence of un-
certainty and risks (Laeequddin et al. 2010; McKnight and Chervany 2001). The reason behind this
is that with complete information trust would not be required (Laeequddin et al. 2010). Based on
the definition of trust given by Deutsch (1958), Kini and Choobineh (1998) add that usually, the
negative consequences (induced by risk and uncertainty) of trust should outweigh the potential
positive outcomes. In sum, they state that trust always leads to a state of vulnerability.

The last rather commonly shared perception about trust is the fact that in current research it
is considered to be multidimensional (Kini and Choobineh 1998; McKnight and Chervany 2001;
Sabater and Sierra 2005). As Sabater and Sierra (2005) correctly observe, it is, among other things,
these different dimensions or perspectives that create difficulties when discussing trust. To illus-
trate the span of different dimensions/perspectives of trust, the respective schema from a selection
of papers is presented in Table 1.

As Table 1 shows, the differences are the majority. However, there are at least some similarities,
as Lee and Moray (1992) talk about performance and Schwieters (2015) about effectiveness. Other
mentioned similarities are competence and predictability, which are referred to by both Grandison
and Sloman (2000) and Muir (1987). Since comparing each element to come up with a new and more
precise trust definition is beyond the scope of this article, this subsection should be understood as
a general introduction to the trust concept.
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Table 1. Examples of Trust Dimensions/Perspectives/Characteristics

Paper Dimensions/Perspectives/Characteristics

Sabater and Sierra (2005) conceptual model, information sources, visibility types,
model’s granularity, agent behavior assumptions, type of
exchanged information, trust/reputation reliability measure

Grandison and Sloman (2000) access to trustor’s resources, provision of service by trustee,
certification of trustees, delegation, infrastructure test

McKnight and Chervany (2001) competence, predictability, benevolence, integrity, other
Schwieters (2015) legitimacy, transparency, effectiveness
Kini and Choobineh (1998) individual trust, societal trust, relationship trust
Muir (1987) expectations of trust (persistence, technical competence,

fiduciary responsibility), dynamics of trust (predictability,
dependability, faith)

Lee and Moray (1992) purpose, process, performance, foundation

2.2 Computational Trust—Definition and Contrast to the Traditional Trust Concept

The general concept of trust described earlier can be intuitively applied to relationships between
humans and partly also to human-computer or even to computer-computer relationships. Even
though social trust is considered to be an emotive issue, and since machines fall short on emo-
tional aspects, a more formal/rational model is required (Marsh 1992). Nevertheless, the notion of
computational trust is derived from real world trust as a sufficient actual tested concept (Marsh
1992)—or as (Sassone et al. 2007) put it: “an abstraction inspired by the human concept of trust.”

The first attempt to create a corresponding model in the area of computer science was conducted
by Marsh (1994), who published a first sketch of his approach two years earlier (Marsh 1992). He
introduced mathematical expressions of necessary trust components and expressed trust concepts
by formulae together with thresholds usable for decision making (Marsh 1992).

Since then many diverse new models have been proposed, as it can be seen in an aggregated
manner in papers like the ones by Pinyol and Sabater-Mir (2013b) and Sabater and Sierra (2005).
With the new models come additional computational issues, like social networks or Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI)/Human-Robot Interaction (HRI), and were included as potential ap-
plication areas (Sassone et al. 2007).

At this point, it appears to be of importance mentioning that computational trust models are
not solely developed to make the Internet more secure. Intuitively, the Internet often is still con-
nected with the assumption of human peers playing a role in the overall interaction. However,
computational trust models (at least some) are also developed to be used in entirely artificial envi-
ronments, such as Multi-Agent System (MAS) or Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) (Marsh
1992, 1994). The underlying reasoning is that each society (including virtual ones) would require
trust to function. An interesting remark in that regard is provided by Abdul-Rahman and Hailes
(2000), who point out that each society in the end was bound to humans, meaning that software
agents serve people by delivering a result. Thus, using similar reasoning, models appear to be even
more desirable.

2.3 Definition(s) of Reputation

The second element that requires definition is the concept of reputation. Being discussed second
does not imply reputation being of less relevance than trust but solely accounts for the positioning
in this article’s title. While most of the existing reputation-related papers deal with commerce
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and e-commerce (Franke et al. 2005; Houser and Wooders 2006; Resnick and Zeckhauser 2002),
Supply Chain Management is also discussed as one area that can benefit from the use of reputation
mechanisms (Franke et al. 2005). Greco et al. (2011) even made an interesting point that a good
reputation mechanism would bring simulations closer to reality—a high desirability characteristic
for such models.

Unfortunately, reputation suffers from the same problem as trust, by lacking a precise definition
commonly used throughout the literature. Mui et al. (2002b) even explicitly stated that reputation
is an intuitive concept. While this may not be incorrect, intuition fails to deliver an objective
characterization once again making many different definitions available.

Fortunately and similar to trust, several notions can be observed throughout vast areas of the
existent literature—some even being related to some aspects from the trust section. The first is
a rather general definition presented in several papers, which points out that reputation can be
understood as the perception an agent/the public has of another agent (Kravari and Bassiliades
2016; Mui et al. 2002b), which is used to choose a cooperation partner (Pinyol and Sabater-Mir
2013b). More precisely, this comes down to memorizing and using the past actions of an agent to
predict its potential future behavior (Kollock 1999; Ruohomaa et al. 2007). The underlying intention
is to reduce existing information asymmetries, as described by Akerlof (1970), by using reputation
as a tool for risk (Kollock 1999) and complexity (Abdul-Rahman and Hailes 2000) management.

The social aspect is the second component that is prevalent in papers dealing with reputation.
For example, Mui et al. (2002a) call reputation a social concept, and Pinyol and Sabater-Mir (2013b)
and Abdul-Rahman and Hailes (2000) denote reputation as a social control artifact. A slightly more
detailed version of reputation as a social control mechanism is presented by Zacharia et al. (1999),
who explain that reputation was developed by social interaction between members of a loosely
coupled group with similar interests. Reputation’s deep roots in an ancient societal context also
become evident in the following facts: First, scale is perceived as an essential component, needed
to make the concept of reputation work (Dellarocas 2003). Second, but tightly linked, is the notion
that reputation needs to be spread and shared to be beneficial (Castelfranchi and Falcone 1998; Mui
et al. 2002a). Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the reputation of an agent is not absolute, but
that the value can vary depending on the agent evaluating her (Mui et al. 2002b). Closely related
is the ability of reputation to be both—uni- as well as bidirectional (Dellarocas 2000). This means
that in an arbitrary transaction either only one side can rate the other or both can rate each other.

A property that is shared by both trust and reputation is context-dependence (see Section 2.1)
(Mui et al. 2002b). However, this also holds true for the fact that some authors neglect this idea
(Mui et al. 2002b) by only considering a single context.

The last commonality is the shared opinion that reputation typically makes use of a multitude of
information sources. These tapped sources range from personal experience and witness/partner
information (Kollock 1999; Mui et al. 2002b) up to non-verbal cues like facial expressions
(Dellarocas 2003). While a given system could restrict itself to one potential information resource,
Kollock (1999) implicitly states that using multiple ones usually is considered to be better than a
single source.

2.4 Computational Reputation—Definition and Contrast to the Traditional

Reputation Concept

As in the case of trust, there are computational reputation models that represent an extension of
the reputation concept to the computational domain. Zacharia et al. (1999) proposed a separation
into computational and non-computational models about 20 years ago.

While the classical form of reputation is an ancient and commonly used tool within human
societies, computational reputation became one of the best governance tools (Yan et al. 2015)
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available on the Internet and thus is even characterized as one of the pillars of online marketplaces
(Dellarocas 2003)—even despite its relatively short lifetime.

A classic example of such a reputation system (and its success) is the feedback mechanism used
by eBay, which with a Gross Merchandise Volume of $81.7 billion is one of the largest global
online marketplaces (eBay Inc. 2015). Additionally, the use of IT allows some degree of control and
monitoring of past transactions, which is impossible for a human agent (Dellarocas 2003). While
a human may be able to remember past interactions, an Information Systems (IS) can precisely
measure outcomes of previous interactions and store the results without a gap. Another advantage
lies within the low costs that are associated with the collection and distribution of reputation
information on the web (Kollock 1999). Kollock (1999) identified this beneficial cost structure as a
key enabler for many currently existing online reputation systems.

However, computational reputation also comes at the cost of several new threats and
disadvantages—which is one of the reasons why it is still an area of extensive research. First, among
the drawbacks, is the feedback provision (used to compute reputation scores). This provision is often
- as in the case of eBay—voluntarily (Dellarocas 2003), so that selfish agents might neglect sharing
their information (or at least sharing it truthfully) (Arenas et al. 2010) and thus work against the es-
sential building blocks of scale and information sharing (see the previous section). Insecurities also
exist concerning the aggregation of collected information. The low point here is that no fixed model
exists that prescribes the ideal degree of aggregation or the relevant time span (Dellarocas 2003).

Besides these inherent disadvantages within the system, there is also a set of actual threats and
attacks to reputation systems that have surfaced in previous years. One of these is self-promotion
(Hoffman et al. 2009) or ballot stuffing (Dellarocas 2000), both aiming at increasing one’s repu-
tation, via manipulation. Another is the opposite strategy of slandering (Hoffman et al. 2009) or
bad-mouthing (Dellarocas 2000), where an agent/a group of agents tries to lower opponent agents
reputation score by false ratings. Even more critical, and especially facilitated by computational
reputation models, are the cheap pseudonyms (for examples of such behavior, refer to Friedman
and Resnick (2001)). These allow malicious agents to build up a reputation only for cheating other
agents, escaping potential consequences by taking up a new identity/pseudonym at nearly no cost
(Hoffman et al. 2009).

To further exploit advantages while fixing existing issues, computational reputation (models)
have been researched over the past years and are still an active branch of research as the review
in Section 4 shows.

In conclusion for this section, a hint mentioned by Jøsang et al. (2007) shall be put forward. They
claim that there is some risk in mixing up Reputation System (RS) and Collaborative Filtering
(CF) systems, as both are collecting user ratings. Jøsang et al. (2007), however, try to make clear
that both systems are in fact quite distinct. To make their point, they explain that CF was much
more optimistic in searching for the ideal choice, while RS was pessimistic, trying to eliminate
the worst choice. Additionally, they claim that RS allows agents to defect, whereas the same is not
possible for CF. While at this point the distinct characteristics should be relatively clear, it has to be
mentioned that none of the top-cited papers (based on the citations counted by the Google Scholar
index) regarding “collaborative filtering” even contained the word “reputation” (Breese et al. 1998;
Herlocker et al. 2004; Linden et al. 2003; Resnick et al. 1994; Sarwar et al. 2001). This, while good for
learning the semantic differences, also evidentiates the overall chance to interchange the terms.

2.5 Defining the Relation of (Computational) Reputation and Trust

When reading through the existing literature related to the topic of “Computational Trust and Rep-
utation models,” one may recognize that it is hard to understand the differences between reputation
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and trust. This problem was already observed back in 2002 by Mui et al. (2002a, 2002b), who also
complained about the confusion around these two terms.

However, taking a closer look in the literature again does not help in resolving the issue. The
only idea that most publications of EBSCO share is that both concepts are in a close relationship
(Abdul-Rahman and Hailes 2000; Dellarocas 2003; Lu et al. 2009). All unity is gone when looking
at “how” the relationships are supposed to look. For example, there exists a fairly large group of
authors that perceive reputation as a significant input or contributing factor to the trust computa-
tion (see, e.g., Abdul-Rahman and Hailes (2000), Dellarocas (2003), Kravari and Bassiliades (2016),
Pinyol and Sabater-Mir (2013b), and Ruohomaa et al. (2007)). Others like Zacharia et al. (1999),
however, understand reputation as the amount of trust a certain agent is able to generate in a par-
ticular domain. Authors like Lu et al. (2009), for whom reputation is just non-private/socialized
trust (every form of trust not kept private at a given agent). A last, major group identified during
the preparation of this survey compromises the proponents of leaving trust, reputation, and their
relationship undefined (Yu et al. 2013).

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Selection of Papers

This systematic review was conducted according to the protocol presented by Kitchenham and
Charters (2007) to increase the reproducibility of the conducted research. Five leading databases
in the area of academic research were used to conduct the search (i.e., EBSCOHost, ACM Digital
Library, SCOPUS, Science Direct, and Web of Science). These bases were selected due to their
broad coverage and to the fact that they have relevant works regarding the topic examined in this
review.

Moreover, the approach also follows the recommendations of Webster and Watson (2002) to go
beyond the core discipline of IS and look at related disciplines. The main objective of this study
is to identify the current state of research into the use of Computational Trust and Reputation
models,1 the following search terms were used: “computational trust” and “reputation model.” In
conformity with recommendations for initial research synthesis (Cooper et al. 2009), the keywords
selected were sufficiently broad to avoid limiting results and still provided restrictions to prevent
undesirable results. Here it has to be noted that the quotation marks were intentionally used, to
force the search engine to only select papers using the exact word sequence. This avoids selecting
papers dealing with “trust” and “computational” but not “computational trust.” To fulfill the aim of
categorizing only recent approaches, the selection was restricted to the span of 2013–2016, so that
only the past three years, coinciding with the yet uncovered period of 2013 until today.2

As further restrictions, only journal articles were considered, excluding book chapters, disser-
tations, and conference proceedings. This is based on the idea that journals are typically deemed
to provide the maximum amount of scientific rigor and have the greatest academic impact (see
(Freyne et al. 2010; Vardi 2009)). Furthermore, each paper should provide an implementation or
at least a simulation/experiment that indicates that the approach has been implemented at least
once. By doing so, we are ensured that the proposed systems can be implemented and, based on the

1The term model is used as an umbrella term for all analyzed contributions. While some are presented as an actual imple-
mentation, the focus of this article is the underlying theoretical trust and/or reputation concept. The restriction to the term
model has been made in a strong belief that it underlines the article’s focus and avoids confusion caused by ambiguous
terminology.
2Considering the last mentioned survey paper by Pinyol and Sabater-Mir (2013b). At least one other survey paper is known,
which, however, focuses on different aspects (Bidgoly and Ladani 2015). So, to the best of our knowledge, this survey paper
provides novel research.
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Table 2. General Paper Characteristics

Short Characteristic Meaning

Lib Bibliography Entry the bibliography entry of the paper being its UID throughout this article

Jou Journal the journal in which the paper was published

Cit Citation Count citations counted for the respective paper by Google Scholar

ACi Adjusted Citation Count citation count averaged over the past years (base is 2016 = 1, 2015 = 2, . . . )

ApA Application Area the application area considered for the model proposed in the paper

published tests, their rough performance can be estimated. Additional general exclusion criteria
were not considered. If special reasons made it necessary to leave out a paper, then the reasons
were noted separately (see those in Online Appendix B).

3.2 Criteria for Comparison

After obtaining a representative selection of papers (i.e., a total of 189 studies were returned in
the Collection phase), the next logical step for this article was to analyze and compare the found
articles using a predefined schema. For this purpose, this article follows the proposal of Webster
and Watson (2002), to use so-called concept matrices to compare different articles on the basis of
a fixed set of concepts. Using this approach is in line with previous reviews (Lu et al. 2009; Pinyol
and Sabater-Mir 2013b; Ruohomaa et al. 2007) that form the foundation for this article, as they also
make extensive use of matrices to achieve a clear presentation of their results.

Since previous studies provide a lot of insightful concepts and characteristics, which can be used
to compare computational trust and reputation models, the decision was made to divide the matrix
into four matrices. The first matrix (used criteria see Table 2) is used to give general information
regarding each paper. For example, the citation count according to Google Scholar is given as an
indicator of the academic importance of an article (Thomson Reuters 2014). To account for the
fact that more recent publications might have fewer citations, an averaged count is given to make
comparison easier.3

The second matrix (for utilized criteria, refer to Table 3) provides deeper insights into the actual
models. It is almost completely derived from the publications of Pinyol and Sabater-Mir (2013b),
Sabater and Sierra (2005), and Balke et al. (2009). These review papers already provide an extensive
review scheme that has been successfully applied to computational trust and reputation model
research. Reusing their approach creates a consistent stream of research that provides readers
with the ability to compare models among papers.

For more detailed explanations of individual characteristics, a closer look at the original research
papers is recommended. The only notable addition is that especially for Par, InS and Vis (see Table 3)
some papers only provided implicit information, so that estimations had to be made (or N/A had
to be used, in cases where insufficient data was identified).

Among all matrices, the third (Table 4, referring to used criteria) has the special property of being
a completely Boolean matrix. It only contains characteristics/concepts that can be sufficiently an-
swered by TRUE/FALSE. The concepts Dec, Cog, Pro, Gen, and ReM, are characteristics derived from
the Pinyol and Sabater-Mir (2013b) paper, where they added these as additions to the ones already
defined by Sabater and Sierra (2005) and Balke et al. (2009). While again all additional information

3That the measure at this point may be statistically flawed has to be acknowledged. However, it should provide an intuitive
idea whether a paper on average has been more or less widespread throughout the academic community.
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Table 3. Characteristics used for Basic Comparison

Short Characteristic Meaning

Type Type/Recall of Cooperative
Behavior

The type characteristic informs about whether each
agent only considers agent-internal information
(denoted as trust information) or whether it also
integrates external information from the
overarching system or other agents as well (denoted
as reputation).

Par Paradigm/Conceptual Model The paradigm indicates whether trust/reputation is
understood as either cognitive (built on
beliefs/mental states of an agent) or numerical (e.g.,
game theoretical approaches lacking cognitive
attitudes).

InS Information Source Refers to the tapped information sources (reaching
from direct experiences of an agent to witness
information or prejudice)—multiple sources can be
used.

Vis Visibility/Storage Visibility specifies the type of trust/reputation
storage—typically, either a global property that can
be read and adjusted by each agent or a private
property of each only accessible to the agent itself.

Gra Model’s Granularity The granularity defines whether the model considers
only a single context (one trust/reputation value per
agent) or multiple contexts (multiple trust/reputation
values per agent each with regard to another
context/property).

Che Cheating Behavior Defines to which extent cheating behavior is
considered (from not at all up to the provision of
specific mechanisms to deal with lies).

ExI Type of Exchanged
Information

Specifies the (data) type of exchanged information
typically being either Boolean or continuous.

Based on: Balke et al. (2009), Pinyol and Sabater-Mir (2013b), and Sabater and Sierra (2005).

can be derived from the original paper, it has to be noted that the Dec and ReM classifications are
off-spins of Pinyol and Sabater-Mir (2013b) trust classification.

The categories CTN and RiM are derived from the paper by Lu et al. (2009), whereas CoL is a
measure originally defined by Yu et al. (2013). Apart from these inferred characteristics, a couple
of categories were added: The first is Ref, which has been added to have the ability to distinguish
between newly proposed models and reference models providing best practices derived from al-
ready existing approaches (Becker et al. 2008; Rosemann and van der Aalst 2007). A second add-on
is the MAS characteristic, which accounts for the often mentioned tight link between computa-
tional trust and reputation models and MAS (Marsh 1994; Yu et al. 2013). The last additional metric
is the Tem aspect, which should help to evaluate whether a model considers temporal aspects. It
follows the intuitive logic of authors like Jøsang and Ismail (2002) and Marsh (1994), who point
out that agent behaviors are dynamic and may change over time so that more recent actions might
deserve more weight.
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Table 4. Boolean Characteristics

Short Characteristic Meaning

Dec Decision determines whether a given model provides a concept to
determine the cooperation partner based on
trust/reputation

Cog Cognitive the paper provides reasoning on WHY certain steps are
taken

Pro Procedural the paper provides an explanation on HOW certain steps
have to be taken

Gen Generality indicates whether a model is rather general purpose or not
Ref Reference/Maturity

model
marks whether a model can be considered as a
reference/maturity model

MAS Use of MAS indicates whether a model makes use of MAS
Tem Temporal Aspects is time considered as an influence factor on

trust/reputation values
CTN Consideration Trust

Network
determine whether a model details the topology of a trust
network for information propagation

RiM Risk Management the paper provides an approach to handle the model risk
(environmental risk)

ReM Reliability Measure the paper provides an indication of the model’s reliability
CoL Computational Limits the model considers potential computational limits (CPU,

storage, . . . )

Based on: Lu et al. (2009), Pinyol and Sabater-Mir (2013b), and Yu et al. (2013).

Table 5. Characteristics used for Additional Comparison

Short Characteristic Meaning

Def Definitions how does the paper define trust/reputation and the
developed models (textual, logical, mathematical)?

NuP Number of Peers how many peers are considered when information is
aggregated (scalability vs. representation)

Agg Aggregation by which means are the trust/reputation values
aggregated; which mathematical functions are used

Sel Selection of Partners how are the cooperation partners selected based on the
aggregated values

Act Proposed Actors which kind of potential actors does the model/it’s
simulation consider

Eva Evaluation Data how is the proposed model evaluated and which kind of
data is used

Based on: Lu et al. (2009), Ruohomaa et al. (2007), and Yu et al. (2013).

The fourth and last matrix (Table 5, referring to used criteria) provides additional information
that did not fit into the previous ones. One large difference is the fact that this matrix contains
mainly characteristics/concepts requiring free answers, since they are hard to put into confined
categories. Notable exceptions are the Def characteristic proposed by Lu et al. (2009), as well as Eva
taken from Yu et al. (2013) and Act originating in Ruohomaa et al. (2007). Of these measures Eva
is especially interesting, as depending on the data used for evaluation, a cross-model comparison
is possible or not possible (synthetic, simulated data makes it difficult, whereas standardized test
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datasets are beneficial). The remaining concepts have all been originally proposed by Ruohomaa
et al. (2007) and allow additional insights into the model quality. For example, the methods used
for Agg and Sel can have considerable influence on the results, as NuP can be a major determinant
for the quality of the accumulated (witness) data.

4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

With the search parameters defined in Section 3.1, 189 papers were discovered, of which 40 have
been accepted for this review (see Table 6), while 72 papers were rejected (see Table 13) and 77
papers are duplicates of the accepted or rejected publications. In terms of pure results, the Web
of Science has been the most resourceful; however, EBSCOHost has been found to deliver more
relevant papers for this survey—directly followed by the Web of Science (see Figures 2(a) and
2(b)). The other three search engines delivered only about 25% of all results. The exact numbers
of accepts, rejects and duplications are visualized in Figure 3. There it should be noted that for
example the high number of duplicates for the Web of Science could be the result of the review
order in which it was considered last.

Looking at the results that have been discovered and selected for this review (see Table 6), it
becomes apparent that the presented models have been developed in various areas of academia.
These range from business related topics, like e-commerce (Majd and Balakrishnan 2015; Ransi and
Kobti 2014) and supply chains (Chang et al. 2014), over wireless communication systems (Lin et al.
2015; Wang et al. 2016) to general approaches not explicitly aimed at a certain domain (Ashtiani
and Azgomi 2014; Yu et al. 2014a). As a consequence, the source journals are also representatives
of various research areas.

Regarding citations, it can be stated that most papers thus far have received very few cita-
tions. Two papers have yet to receive a single citation, and only 12 have citation-rates greater
than 10. However, it appears to be flawed to compare citation counts of papers from 2013 with
those published in 2016. To obtain a better metric to compare the counts the factor of time has
to be eliminated. This is achieved by computing the average citation count (ACi) over time for
each publication. The metric is computed by dividing the citations of the given publication by the
duration in years that it is available (so, e.g., by one for the year 2016 and by two for the year
2015). Analyzed with this new metric the range decreases from 0–37 to 0–15, indicating that the
majority of trust and reputation related publications in the last three years received approximately
similar attention. The papers with outstanding citation counts are surprisingly among the newest
publications (e.g., Acampora et al. (2016), Messina et al. (2016), and Yan et al. (2015), with ACi 15,
14, 13, respectively) instead of those from 2013. Considering only the citation count, the paper of
Lee et al. (2013) (Cit: 37) would have received a better score when compared with the publication
of Acampora et al. (2016) (Cit: 15); this situation is reverted when using the ACi metric, where the
papers obtained the score of 9.25 and 15, respectively.

The general paper characteristics (see Table 74) provide additional insights regarding the con-
tents of the papers. It can be learned that most presented models and mechanisms are not purebred
but contain associations to both trust and reputation. A common notion in such papers is the use
of reputation to establish trust (Ashtiani and Azgomi 2014), which can be found in different formu-
lations and degrees of interconnection. Considering the used Information Sources, one can observe
that most models (26 out of 40 (65%)) use multiple sources, with only 11 models being restricted to
a single source (27.5%). At this point, it can be added that most multi-source models consider wit-
ness and direct information, whereas prejudice and sociological information are only used in rare
cases. Similarly unbalanced are the characteristics of Visibility and Granularity, which indicate a

4Tables with shortcuts of the characteristic values can be found in Appendix A in Tables 11 and 12.
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Table 6. Analyzed Papers Including Publication Information

Lib Journal Cit ACi ApA

1 Ashtiani and Azgomi (2014) Advances in Complex Systems 4 1.33 General

2 Liu et al. (2013) Electronic Commerce Research and
Applications

31 7.75 General

3 Wierzbicki et al. (2013) Decision Support Systems 10 2.5 Internet Auctions

4 Trček (2014) Informatica 2 0.66 General

5 Urbano et al. (2014) AI Communications 5 1.66 General

6 Hammer et al. (2015) User Modeling and User-Adapted Interaction 16 8 Smart devices

7 Majd and Balakrishnan (2015) Journal of Intelligent & Fuzzy Systems 0 0 E-Commerce

8 Lee et al. (2013) Frontiers in Psychology 37 9.25 HRI

9 Kravari and Bassiliades (2016) The Journal of Systems and Software 3 3 General

10 Yan et al. (2015) Information Sciences 26 13 E-Commerce

11 Ransi and Kobti (2014) Axioms 3 0.75 E-Commerce

12 Kussul et al. (2013) Computers & Security 18 4.5 Grid Systems

13 Yu et al. (2014a) Sensors 11 3.66 Sensor Systems

14 Abdel-Hafez et al. (2015) Web Intelligence 7 3.5 E-Commerce

15 Wei and Wang (2014) New Generation Computing 0 0 Self-Organized Networks (SON)

16 Chang et al. (2014) International Journal of Production Economics 24 8 Supply Chains

17 Tormo et al. (2015) Future Generation Computer Systems 8 4 Internet of Things (IoT)

18 Wang et al. (2016) International Journal of Distributed Sensor
Networks

9 9 Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANET)

19 Lin et al. (2015) International Journal of Distributed Sensor
Networks

5 2.5 Cognitive Radio Networks

20 Giacomini and Agarwal (2013) EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications
and Networking

8 2 Wireless Networks

21 Wang et al. (2013) The Journal of Supercomputing 9 2.25 P2P-Voice over IP (VoIP)

22 Wu et al. (2015) Enterprise Information Systems 5 2.5 Service-Oriented Computing (SOC)

23 Chandran et al. (2016) The International Arab Journal of Information
Technology

6 6 Cloud Computing

24 Ashtiani and Azgomi (2016b) Applied Soft Computing 8 8 General

25 Acampora et al. (2016) Information Sciences 15 15 P2P e-Commerce

26 Yu et al. (2014c) Decision Support Systems 26 8.67 decision support online reviews

27 Pérez et al. (2014) Journal of Computer and System Sciences 10 3.33 collaborative alert systems

28 Škorić et al. (2016) International Journal of Information Security 4 4 Network security

29 Qureshi et al. (2013) Multimedia tools and applications 7 1.75 MANET

30 Nguyen and Tran (2013) International Journal of Innovative Computing,
Information and Control

21 5.25 E-Commerce

31 Ashtiani and Azgomi (2016a) Information Systems Frontiers 1 1 General

32 Lu et al. (2016) Peer-to-Peer Networking and Applications 10 10 P2P file-sharing

33 Messina et al. (2016) Future Generation Computer Systems 14 14 Cloud/Grid

34 Han et al. (2015) Peer-to-Peer Networking and Applications 6 3 P2P networks

35 Li et al. (2015) Knowledge and Information Systems 16 8 rating

36 Zhong et al. (2015) IEEE Transactions on Dependable and Secure
Computing

16 8 General

37 Jelenc and Trček (2014) Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent Systems 5 1.67 General

38 Bahtiyar and Çağlayan (2014) Electronic Commerce Research and
Applications

18 6 security for e-health

39 Kussul et al. (2015) Computing and Informatics 1 0.5 Grid resource mgmt.

40 Tuna et al. (2013) Elektronika ir Elektrotechnika 1 0.25 RSNs
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Fig. 2. Distribution of results across search engines.

Fig. 3. Accepts, rejects, and duplicates per search engine.

preference for distributed multi-context models. This kind of distribution also applies to the last
column, the Type of Exchanged Information, as most approaches deal with continuous data, while
other formats like Booleans or value tuples are quite uncommon. Another notable aspect observed
is Cheating Behavior as it is the only single-valued column. All models either consider cheating in
Level 25 (Pinyol and Sabater-Mir 2013b) or do not deal with cheating behavior at all.

Concerning the Boolean characteristics presented in Table 8,4 the most unambiguous column
is regarding the Reference Models. In fact, none of the 40 analyzed trust and reputation models
have been constructed as a reference model. The only column nearly that clear, but with positive
instead of negative outcomes, is the Procedural column, since every analyzed paper at least partly
explains the used process of trust and reputation computation. However, this only partly applies

5The Level 2 represents cheating behavior, while Level 1 would refer to keep things secret without lying and Level 0 to not
considering cheating at all. For more information on the single levels, please refer to Pinyol and Sabater-Mir (2013b).
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Table 7. General Paper Characteristics Result

Type Par Ins Vis Gra Che ExI

1 T+R Co DI+WI D MC L2 C
2 T Nu DI+WI+P D MC L2 B+C
3 T+R Nu WI N/A MC L2 C
4 T Nu WI D N/A N/A VM+V
5 T Co DI+WI+SI D MC L2 C
6 T Co WI+SI D MC N/A N/A
7 T+R Co DI+WI D MC L2 C
8 T Co DI+WI+SI CT SC N/A I+CC
9 T+R Co DI+WI+SI D MC L2 B+C

10 T+R Co DI+WI+SI D MC L2 C
11 T+R Nu DI+WI CT MC N/A C
12 T+R Nu DI CT MC L2 C
13 R Nu DI CT+D SC L2 C
14 R Nu N/A N/A SC N/A N/A
15 R Nu DI+WI D SC L2 C
16 T+R Nu DI+WI D MC L2 C
17 T+R V DI+WI CT+D N/A L2 C
18 T+R Nu DI+WI CT SC L2 Ta

19 T+R Co DI D S/MC L2 C
20 R Nu DI+WI D SC N/A C+B
21 R Nu WI D MC L2 Tb

22 R Co DI+WI CT S/MC L2 Tc

23 T+R Nu DI+WI D SC N/A C
24 T+R Co DI+WI+SI D MC L2 VM+FS
25 T+R Co DI+WI D MC L2 C
26 T+R Nu DI+WI D SC L2 B
27 T+R Nu WI D SC N/A A+C
28 R Co DI+WI D SC N/A C
29 T+R Nu DI+WI D SC L2 B
30 T+R Nu DI+WI D SC N/A C
31 T Co DI+WI D MC L2 C
32 R Nu DI D SC N/A B+C
33 T Nu DI+WI D SC ∼ B+C
34 T Nu WI D/CT SC N/A C
35 R Nu WI D SC N/A C
36 T+R Nu DI CT SC+MC N/A B
37 T Co DI+WI D MC L2 CC
38 T Nu DI+WI D SC N/A C
39 R Nu N/A D SC N/A C
40 T+R Nu DI+WI D SC L2 I
a tuple: {keys, certificates, messages}.
b tuple containing keys and continuous values.
c 4-tuple: {belief, disbelief, uncertainty, a priori belief}.
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Table 8. Boolean Paper Characteristics Result

Dec Cog Pro Gen Ref MAS Tem CTN RiM ReM CoL

1 � � � � ✗ ✗ � ✗ � � ✗
2 � � � � ✗ � ✗ ∼ ✗ ✗ ✗
3 ∼ � � ✗ ✗ N/A ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
4 ∼ � ∼ � ✗ ∼ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
5 � � � � ✗ ∼ � ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
6 � ✗ ∼ ∼ ✗ ✗ ∼ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
7 � � � ✗ ✗ � � �a � � ✗
8 � � � � ✗ ✗ � ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

9 ✗ � � � ✗ � ∼ � ✗ �b �
10 ✗ � � ✗ ✗ � � � � �b ✗
11 ✗ ✗ ∼ � ✗ � ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
12 ∼ � � ✗ ✗ ✗ � ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
13 ✗ � � � ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
14 ✗ � � � ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
15 ∼ � � ∼ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ � ✗
16 � � � � ✗ � � ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
17 � � � � ✗ ✗ ∼ ✗ ✗ ✗ �
18 ✗ � � ✗ ✗ ✗ � ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
19 � � � ✗ ✗ ✗ � ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
20 � ∼ ∼ ✗ ✗ ✗ � ✗ ✗ ✗ �
21 � � � ✗ ✗ ✗ � � ✗ ✗ ✗
22 ✗ � � � ✗ ✗ ✗ � ✗ ✗ ✗
23 ∼ ∼ ∼ ✗ ✗ ✗ � ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
24 � � � � ✗ ✗ � ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
25 � � � ✗ ✗ ✗ � ✗ � ✗ ✗
26 � ✗ � � ✗ � ✗ ✗ ✗ � ✗
27 ✗ ✗ � � ✗ ✗ � ✗ � � �
28 � � � ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ � ✗ � ✗
29 � ✗ � ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ � ✗ ✗ ✗
30 � � � � ✗ � ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ �
31 � � � � ✗ ✗ � ✗ � ✗ ✗
32 ✗ ✗ � ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ � ✗ ✗ ✗
33 � � � ✗ ✗ � ∼ � ✗ ✗ ✗
34 ✗ � � ✗ ✗ ✗ ∼ � ✗ ✗ ✗
35 ✗ ✗ � ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
36 � ✗ � � ✗ ✗ � ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
37 � � � � ✗ � � ✗ ✗ � ✗
38 � ✗ � ✗ ✗ ✗ � ✗ � � ✗
39 ✗ ✗ ∼ ✗ ✗ ✗ � ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
40 ✗ � � ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ � ✗ � ∼
a In the paper, there is no explicit definition of a trust network. However, it breaks down the set of potential
advisors into a small set by introducing explicit requirements, such as having interacted with a target before
and reaching a certain reputation. Since this comes close to what is considered a trust network, the TRUE
valuation was chosen.
b Values that could be considered to be reliability measures are used—yet not in that function and not with
that label.
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to 6 out of 40 papers, with the remaining 34 providing a procedural overview to the reader. The
Cognitive aspect is not so straightforward, as at least ten papers do not provide any reasoning
on why certain steps have been taken. Even fewer (11 out of 40 (27.5%)) provide insights on how
exactly they finally select their interaction partner. The evaluation of the Generality and Temporal
Aspects characteristics leads to similar observations of more or less mixed results.

Regarding the characteristics, Use of MAS, Consideration Trust Networks, Risk Management, Re-
liability Measures, and Computational Limits the TRUE evaluations start to digress. In values, this
resolves to only five models acknowledging the existence of computational limits and risk man-
agement, whereas at least 11 papers consider the usage of reliability measures. The Use of MAS
with 10 TRUE and two “partly” valuations is already at the upper border of the rather unrecognized
characteristics.

While the previous three tables provided a lot of shared values that allowed us to draw com-
parisons, the table regarding additional characteristics (Table 94) contains a lot of unique, free-text
entries. One of the comparable characteristics is Definitions. The majority (38 out of 40 (95%)) of
the papers define their concepts providing both, a textual description of their steps as well as the
formulae necessary to compute the presented values. Only two neglect to present the math used
to build up the method and the in particular the subsequent simulation, i.e., Hammer et al. (2015)
and Lee et al. (2013). Regarding the Number of Peers Considered the degree of clarity reduces, as
about half of the papers do not provide any details. Among the others, a tendency can be found
that indicates that most subsets of all potentially available peers are concerned for interaction. The
situation is similar for the Proposed Actors, where 12 out of 40 papers do not offer any insights.
Those who do typically use agents (23 out of 28 cases (82%)). The last column providing a lot of
similar data is the one regarding Evaluation Method/Data.

In the columns regarding Aggregation (Agg) and Selection of Partners (Sel), mostly unique ap-
proaches (or N/A) are listed. Especially concerning partner selection, many rows are empty, as not
every model includes this step (see Table 8). Of the selected papers, most make use of threshold or
rank based selection. However other approaches like Pareto optimality, Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classification, or degree of membership in a group are also implemented. Even more varia-
tion is provided in the Aggregation column. While weighted sums and means are often used, they
do not dominate the characteristic. Various aggregation mechanisms reaching from Artificial Neu-
ral Network (ANN), Beta distribution, ID3 algorithm over defeasible logic up to SVMs are present
in the analyzed models, making this column the least standardized among all columns used for
evaluation (of content).

5 DESCRIPTION OF REVIEWED MODELS

The following section provides a short summary of each reviewed paper to outline its central idea
as well as the basics of the presented trust/reputation models. To structure the descriptions, the
papers have been grouped by their type/recall of cooperative behavior (see Tables 3 and 7), so that
first all ten trust papers are presented, followed by eleven reputation and nineteen hybrid papers
(cf. Figure 4).

5.1 Trust Models

5.1.1 StereoTrust. The StereoTrust model has been proposed by Liu et al. (2013) (ID 2 in Table 6)
to handle new agents (trust toward them), for whom no historical interaction information is avail-
able. The inspiration for this model has been taken from the use of stereotypes in real life (trying
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Table 9. Additional Paper Characteristics Result

Def NuP Agg Sel Act Eva

1 T+M S WS+QP+BI TH/R Ag SD

2 T+M S BDist+WS Gr Ag StdD+SD

3 T+M N/A WS/AVG+EDist PO+R N/A SD

4 T+M A value matrices N Ag SD

5 T+M N/A domain restricted sine function+Regr and
Classif+ID3

R Ag SD

6 T N/A N/A R D+H LSt+LS

7 T+M S (1) S/SIM between two V; (2) CFS 1) TH | 2) R Ag SD

8 T N/A select features from human study and train SVM
and HMM

SVM+HMM SVM+HMM St

9 T+L S DL+WS N/A Ag StdD

10 T+M S CFS (weighted reputation values) N/A Ag SD

11 T+M S WM N/A Ag SD+WD

12 T+M S SM (+ ANN for transformation) PO+R N/A WD+SD

13 T+M A TM (+ sigmoid/Gompertz function) N/A N/A SD

14 T+M N/A WAVG+NDist+DirMet N/A N/A StdD

15 T+M S negative MDist+DirDist+smoothing TH N/A SDa

16 T+M A/S WM R Ag SDa

17 T+M N/A varying varying N/A SD

18 T+M N/A WS (+ entropy)+WS (+ majority rule) N/A V SD+RWM

19 T+M N/A WS R N/A SDa

20 T+M N/A WS TH N/A SDa

21 T+M S WP TH N/A SD

22 T+M S WS + BDist/DirDist + ANN N/A N/A SD

23 T+M N/A WAVG+NN+FL TH H StdDb

24 T+M Ac LAO+WAVG NDD+R Ag SD

25 T+M S IT2FLS+WAVG TH H+Ag WD+SD

26 T+M S WS + S/SIM + RL R+TH Ag SD

27 T+M S WS / WM TH Ag SD

28 T+M+L S SL/EBSL TH Ag StdD+SD

29 T+M S WS TH Ag SD

30 T+M S WS + AVG N/A Ag SD

31 T+M S QP + QDT R Ag SD

32 T+M S WS + Classif N/A H/Ag SD

33 T+M S WS N Ag SD

34 T+M S WS R+TH Ag SD

35 T+M S WS+WAVG N/A H SD+LS

36 T+M S DES TH N/A SD

37 T+M A Distribution Vector R+TH Ag StdD+SD

38 T+M S WS N/A Ag SD

39 T+M A WS + CSF PO+TH Ag SD

40 T+M A WS R N/A SD

a The use of simulation data is not explicitly mentioned in the paper. However, the execution of simulations without the
origin of the dataset being mentioned, allows the assumption that simulation data is used.
b The authors are explicitly mentioning the usage of (given) data sets leading to the assumption that most likely some
(unnamed) standardized data sets have been used.
c All peers are considered, but through a waiting schema only a subset will have a substantial impact.
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Fig. 4. Distribution of type/recall of cooperative behavior.

to derive values from knowledge of interaction with similar people). In a computational equivalent,
this would map to the matching of the judging agents’ stereotypes with profiles of other agents.

The used algorithm starts with similar grouping agents into separate groups, where each group
is a fuzzy set of agents. The model computes the trust between groups the current agent and the
created groups making use of beta distribution to model uncertainty. Deriving the trust value of
the target agent is done by creating the weighted sum of the current agent’s trust into groups the
trustee is also a member of.

As Liu et al. (2013) had to acknowledge that their model has some downsides, they proposed
two extensions: The first one called d-StereoTrust further subdivides the created groups into sub-
groups of honest and dishonest agents to improve prediction quality. A second one, which they
call Stereotypes Sharing Overlay Network (SSON), aims at sharing stereotypes between agents to
support yet inexperienced trustors.

5.1.2 Qualitative Assessment Dynamics. Similar to Wierzbicki et al. (2013), Trček (2014) (ID 4
in Table 6) also proposes an add-on method to complement already existing systems. He explicitly
points out that he expects no single method to be successful but rather prefers a multi-method
system.

To improve the handling of dynamic trust in e-environments, Trček (2014) proposes Qualita-
tive Assessment Dynamics (QAD) being both a formal system as well as a simulation framework.
The depicted specialty of QAD is supposed to be a human-agent focused methodology. It is imple-
mented to consider human deficiencies like irrationality, lack of understanding of complex math,
lack of preferences concerning trust, and so on.

5.1.3 Sinalpha + Social Tuner + Contextual Fitness. Urbano et al. (2014) (ID 5 in Table 6) figured
out that existing models were not using social ideas like the relationship under which a transaction
is conducted (also called semantic of evidence).

As a first step, they create eleven guiding propositions based on the insights on social trust that
they generated. Driven by their guidelines, Urbano et al. (2014) propose a system consisting of
three separate components: The first they called Sinalpha. It computes an α value that expresses
the trusting behavior. Afterward, it uses the α value to compute a first trustworthiness value twsin ,
which is a monotonic aggregation function with a sinusoidal shape.

The second component—and one of the major contributions—is the so-called Social Tuner. It
takes the previously calculated twsin as an input and aims at adjusting the value based on a
cognitive/emotional component.
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As a third component and second proposal a Contextual Fitness Filter is presented. Based on the
values found by an ID3 classification algorithm a fitness score for the given context is computed
and again used to weight the trustworthiness score. To test their new approach—and to present a
standard testbed—Urbano et al. (2014) also present a new evaluation model based on their eleven
propositions. It allows for the evaluation of methods for more complex agents, which can consider
elements such as effort, ability, benevolence, among others.

5.1.4 User Trust Model. Deviating from many of the other presented approaches, Hammer et al.
(2015) (ID 6 in Table 6) do not propose a model that is meant to handle trust between two artificial
agents. Instead, they present the User Trust Model (UTM) that should allow artificial systems
to evaluate whether a certain action would be perceived as trustworthy. The suggested areas of
application are pervasive systems like home or office automation systems, yet it is supposed to be
adjustable to other domains as well. In these pervasive/smart systems (or any other domain), UTM
should help to decide which actions are appropriate for a user (e.g., light on or off).

Based on survey data, Hammer et al. (2015) figured out that a set of trust dimensions exist and
that have an influence on how trustworthy users evaluate systems. The set includes the comfort
of use, transparency, controllability, privacy, and security, which share the characteristic of being
hidden, non-directly observable variables. To model these dimensions, Bayesian networks were
chosen.

Such a network can subsequently be trained and is then able to assign a utility value to different
actions to decide on the degree of trustworthiness. Conducted experiments with small samples
were deemed successful by Hammer et al. (2015), yet hinting that larger groups might provide
even more meaningful results.

5.1.5 Lee et al. Similar to Hammer et al. (2015) the trust model suggested by Lee et al. (2013) (ID
8 in Table 6) does not consider (digital) agent-to-agent interaction. Instead, they focus on human-
robot interaction by trying to develop a model that would allow robots to predict the amount of
trust a potential partner has toward them.

In a first step, the authors carry out a study to obtain information/material regarding the non-
verbal cues that they want to classify to predict the degree of trust and to generate the needed
data. The data is used to create a SVM classification model. After the training phase, the SVM is
able to classify new data items into one of the learned classes.

To further improve their model, Lee et al. (2013) introduced the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to
identify temporal patterns within their data. They admitted the limited analytical use (black-box
model), yet pointed out that pattern information might enhance the given SVM classifier. With
the raw data, the HMM model is trained to be able to simulate realistic behavioral paths. After
numerical encoding, the authors successfully used the generated data to enhance the previously
created SVM.

5.1.6 Computational Trust Based on Quantum Decision Theory. In their 2016 Information Sys-
tems Frontiers publication, Ashtiani and Azgomi (2016a) (ID 31 in Table 6) extend their earlier
work (Ashtiani and Azgomi 2014) on computational trust based on quantum decision theory
(QDT). One of their major arguments is the concept of superposition, which allows expressing
fuzziness and ambivalence in a more natural yet more mathematically precise fashion, such as
|Ψ〉 = α0 |distrust〉 + α1 |trust〉, where the trustor can trust and distrust at the same time. Also, their
quantum vector model allows us to include different trustworthiness criteria, such as competence
or motivation, to include both subjective and objective points of view as well as to accommodate
different contexts.
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5.1.7 Hypertrust. Messina et al. (2016) (ID 33 in Table 6) propose a novel decentralized trust
model for resource finding and allocation in large-scale, competitive computing environments.
Similar to many of the other approaches, Hypertrust makes use of both direct experiences and
second-hand information from peers to assess resources. To account for malicious peer behavior,
Messina et al. (2016) include preference measures to give each feedback providing peer a weighting.
The generated Hypertrust model is subsequently used by the authors to create an overlay network
over the computing resources to enable trust-based resource allocation. Messina et al. (2016) con-
clude their paper by several simulation experiments, which they use to assess the suitability of
their approach but also to tune the parameters of the Hypertrust model.

5.1.8 Topological Potential Weighted Community-Based Recommendation Trust Model. With
TPCommuTrust, Han et al. (2015) (ID 34 in Table 6) introduce a further trust model for P2P net-
works that integrates the concepts of a community (P2P subgroup with similar resources and
interests), peer access control, and topological potential (weighting of the power of a node in a net-
work). The actual trust score of an agent includes three components: First, a behavioral component
is added to account for the behavior and contributions of an agent in a fixed time period. Second,
and as a novel contribution according to Han et al. (2015), a community component is included to
assess the behavior of a community, e.g., to prevent collaborative misbehavior. Third, reputation,
respectively, recommendations, is added to avoid the cold start problem for novel agents. To ac-
count for the split of the P2P network into separate communities, Han et al. (2015) also propose
two trust exchange mechanisms for communication within and across communities.

5.1.9 Qualitative Trust Model. To provide a trust model that can work with and output human-
readable and understandable trust values, Jelenc and Trček (2014) (ID 37 in Table 6) propose a novel
model using qualitative and ordinal values. Hence, they position their model as a somewhat generic
solution for situations where human interaction with a system is crucial. Similar to many of the
other models, Jelenc and Trček (2014) use both directly obtained information as well as opinions
of other agents to deduce a trust score. To appropriately deal with the qualitative or ordinal data
handling and aggregation is performed by distribution vectors. Cheating and malicious behavior
of opinion providing agents are encountered with the addition of credibility weightings taking
into account opinion recency, the trustworthiness of opinion provider and potential social links.

5.1.10 Trust Assessment of Security for e-Health Systems. Bahtiyar and Çağlayan (2014) (ID 38
in Table 6) introduce a novel trust assessment model for the domain of e-health systems that is
intended to increase trust in digital healthcare services. They build this model upon the idea of a
so-called trust assessment system, which they link to each entity—another concept under which
they subsume devices or software used to access an e-health service. It collects, e.g., security poli-
cies, security mechanisms, and logs as provided by the healthcare service to assess its trustworthi-
ness, also considering observed behavioral information as well as observations of other entities.
From this information, six trust metrics are computed that evaluate trust level, confidence, and
the derived relative trust—both for the whole service as well as parts of its security system (e.g.,
encryption). Bahtiyar and Çağlayan (2014) put particular emphasis on the fact that their system
allows adjusting trust computations to the needs of the individual entities.

5.2 Reputation Models

5.2.1 Accumulated Reputation Model. Yu et al. (2014a) (ID 13 in Table 6) present a novel rep-
utation model showcasing that: unique environments sometimes cannot be treated with already
existing models. Their focus is on participatory sensing systems, where high-quality sensing data
are required, but which also suffers from a high degree of uncertainty (mobile environment) and
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malicious and inexperienced users. The authors reject several existing reputation models for sim-
ilar environments like ad hoc (beta reputation) or wireless sensor networks (Kohonen maps).

Instead, Yu et al. (2014a) propose a new centralized, three-step approach. Pre-processing of the
sensing data is conducted first. A density-based outlier detection is used to detect abnormal par-
ticipants. Next, they compute a so-called contribution score with the sigmoid Gompertz function.
It takes the value assigned by the outlier detection as an input and returns a value that will be used
to weight the influence of a certain sensing result. Since the previous steps, especially the density-
based algorithm, depend on a population of mostly normal participants, an additional reputation
score is computed. Based on historical contributions and the trimmed mean method it computes
an additional weighting factor.

Yu et al. (2014a) conducted a set of experiments with three different agent types, including
normal ones, inexperienced, and malicious users. In the study, the ARM method was shown to
be able to detect malicious sensing results with the contribution score—as long as their share is
limited. For other cases, the reputation score has been shown to work, and comparison with other
models is promising.

5.2.2 NDR and NDRU. The outstanding characteristic of the models proposed by Abdel-Hafez
et al. (2015) (ID 14 in Table 6) is the fact that they aim at including the distribution of rating
values when computing a reputation score. They claim that other factors like time would have
been integrated already, while distribution has not, so that a rating set like {2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 5, 5} might
be averaged to “3” instead of “2,” which based on frequencies appears to be more suitable.

Based on their baseline models, the Leniency-Aware Quality Model (Lauw et al. 2012) and the
multinomial Bayesian/Dirichlet probability distribution (Jøsang and Haller 2007), Abdel-Hafez
et al. (2015) propose Normal Distribution Based Reputation Model (NDR). As weightings for their
NDR method, the authors suggest the use of the normal distribution function, as they perceive
ratings to be a normal, natural phenomenon. To do so, the ratings in the range of [1,k] (k being the

number of rating levels) are deployed over the index space [0,n − 1]. With the fixed mean μ = k+1
2 ,

the normal distribution density function can be set up to assign each rating a weighting. For each
rating level (e.g., one star, two stars, . . . ), the weightings are summed up and then used as a rating
level weighting when computing the reputation from the ratings.

Since according to Abdel-Hafez et al. (2015) NDR is aimed at dealing with dense datasets, they
propose NDR accounting for Uncertainty (NDRU) as an extension. NDRU brings together NDR
and the Dirichlet method to account for uncertainty within the data. Doing so, NDRU is supposed
to be slightly less optimistic, respectively, pessimistic than NDR. Subsequent evaluations measur-
ing the accuracy of the computed reputation scores shows that NDRU provides the best overall
performance, while NDR succeeds on dense and Dirichlet on sparse datasets.

5.2.3 Negative Multinomial Reputation. With their Negative Multinomial (NM) model, Wei and
Wang (2014) (ID 15 in Table 6) address the implementation of a reputation system for self-organized
networks. Since such networks are highly distributed and without fixed topologies, centralized
control is difficult, and cryptography was unable to stop internal threats. Thus, they decided to
implement a multinomial reputation model with additional discounting methods.

To classify behavior, Wei and Wang (2014) suggest the use of the Local Outlier Factor (LOF),
which for a restricted entity neighborhood checks the degree of being an outlier. With a small
example of a scenario with three influence factors, the authors were able to show the superiority
of a multinomial over a binomial model.

Wei and Wang (2014) also point out the necessity to introduce a reputation discount factor. Due
to the topology of a self-organized network, they see the risk that it might not be possible to capture
the exact numbers for positive and negative outcomes. To account for this, they suggest recording
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the minimum number of each. As potential discount methods, Wei and Wang (2014) propose one
based on the Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) (complex, for complete information) and another one
based on the NM parameters (not complex, incomplete information). The final evaluation reveals
that the NM model delivers the desired results. It detects malicious entities faster than a normal
binomial model and is better in fighting malicious entities success while supporting benign ones.

5.2.4 Vertical Handover Decision Making. The reputation model proposed by Giacomini and
Agarwal (2013) (ID 20 in Table 6) can be understood as an extension paper to the one by Zekri
et al. (2010) and aims at the improvement of the handover process in mobile networks. Instead
of having a security focus as some of the other network/wireless oriented papers, Giacomini and
Agarwal (2013) try to enhance the performance of the overall process.

In a first step, the authors explain the reputation system for Vertical Handover (VHO) proposed
by Zekri et al. (2010), which they, later on, use as an input for their Grey System model. In this
model, each mobile agent (e.g., a smartphone) has the ability to compute a score regarding the
network state, considering the QoS in terms of bit error rate, delay, jitter, and bandwidth.

In a concluding evaluation, Giacomini and Agarwal (2013) test their improvements against the
base model of Zekri et al. (2010). They conclude that their adjustments enhanced the output, since
typically more scores for reputation are collected and the number of handovers has been reduced.

5.2.5 Anti-Distributed Voice Spam. Wang et al. (2013) (ID 21 in Table 6) proposed the Anti-
Distributed Voice Spam (ADVS) model as a counter to Spam over Internet Telephony (SPIT), be-
ing delivered over distributed, self-organized VoIP networks without any central authority. They
argued that a reputation-based model was necessary, since many of the existing strategies, such
as list-based or content-based filtering, are non-functional. Nevertheless, Wang et al. (2013) iden-
tified two characteristics of SPIT that are rather simple to observe: the call density describing the
number of calls in a short time frame and the call length, which is typically shorter for Spam calls.

The ADVS is conceptualized as a distributed reputation model, storing user reputation/
evaluations in so-called Distributed Hash Tables (DHT). This way potential Denial of Service (DoS)
attacks on centralized architectures should be avoided that otherwise would render the VoIP sys-
tem defenseless.

Evaluation, carried out on a testbed developed by the authors themselves, was conducted to
evaluate success rates. It revealed that the ADVS system was stable even with varying call densities
and spammer shares, yet the detection rate developed best given high call densities (many abilities
to “learn”).

5.2.6 ANN-based Reputation Bootstrapping. A reputation model specialized on solving the rep-
utation bootstrapping issue is presented by Wu et al. (2015) (ID 22 in Table 6). In their application
domain, Service-Oriented Computing (SOC), they observed that trust-related problems are a core
issue that is not yet sufficiently fixed. Due to a lack of prior experience, such entities are often
assigned default values leading to the dilemma that allocating a high value encourages identity
changing and low reputation values handicap new services. Previously proposed bootstrap meth-
ods are rejected by Wu et al. (2015), as they claim that often the assumptions (like endorsements)
behind ideas are unrealistic.

To fix the issue, Wu et al. (2015) propose what they call a generalization-based tentative repu-
tation that bases on an ANN, as well as provider reputation as a surrogate for the performance of
its new service.

In an evaluation against models assigning default reputation values (minimum or average rep-
utation), the ANN-based reputation bootstrapping is superior. It also works given noise features
(features providing no insight) as it just prolongs the time till the ANN converges.
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5.2.7 Flow-Based Reputation with Uncertainty. Škorić et al. (2016) (ID 28 in Table 6) address
the inability of flow-based reputation models such as EigenTrust or PageRank to account for un-
certainty as well as the structural dependency of trust networks by “merging” both approaches
together. For this purpose, Škorić et al. (2016) propose a new Evidence-Based Subjective Logic
(EBSL) operator. Subsequently, the authors show the viability of their combined flow-based rep-
utation and subjective logic model with some experiments. They point out that the system can
account for uncertainty while accommodating arbitrary trust networks.

5.2.8 Eigentrust Dynamic Evolutionary Model in P2P. In their publication, Lu et al. (2016) (ID
32 in Table 6) challenge the traditional assumption of (P2P) reputation systems that peers are
altruistically providing their services. Hence, the authors developed their reputation model in a
fashion that, e.g., allows to punish peers not offering own content as defective peers. Furthermore,
Lu et al. (2016) use game and evolutionary theories to model the adaptive behavior of peer agents
so that they can adapt to promising strategies. The derived insights are subsequently implemented
on top of the existing EigenTrust reputation management system.

5.2.9 A Topic-Biased User Reputation Model in Rating Systems. Following their observation that
user reputations—and the linked item scores—in e-commerce product review systems are highly
topic dependent, Li et al. (2015) (ID 35 in Table 6) propose to improve the ratings by incorporating
the topic as an additional variable. For this purpose, the authors generalize six existing reputation
algorithms into so-called topic-biased algorithms, as visualized in Equation (1)6:

Lmax
1 = λ max

oj ∈Ni

|Ri j − r s+1
j | → TB − Lmax

1 = λ max
oj ∈Ni

bjk |Ri j − r s+1
j |. (1)

There the topic-bias is introduced by adding bjk as the degree to which object oj belongs to a topic
tk . The authors point out that topic-bias can similarly be introduced into a large set of different
user reputation algorithms.

5.2.10 Utility-Based Reputation Model for Grid Resource Management. Differing from many of
the other presented approaches, Kussul et al. (2015) (ID 39 in Table 6) do not present an entirely new
system but extend an already existing system (Arenas et al. 2008, 2010). Focussing on the domain of
grid computing and virtual organizations enhance an existing reputation model by incorporating
time decay of reputation, the ability to consider collusion and to assign initial reputation values
to new grid resources (as to resolve the cold start problem). In addition, Kussul et al. (2015) adapt
the user reputation model SMUB (Kussul and Skakun 2004, 2005; Skakun and Kussul 2006; Skakun
et al. 2005) to the grid computing domain to better account for user behavior. Both values are then
used in combined fashion to improve grid job scheduling in a way that allows disregarding both
untrustworthy resources and users.

5.3 Hybrid Models

5.3.1 Quantum-Like Formulation of Computational Trust. A rather special model is proposed by
Ashtiani and Azgomi (2014) (ID 1 in Table 6) who aim at tackling the issue of computational trust
by quantum theory. To ground and justify their research, they provided six gaps left by current
models. These include the so far separated handling of trust and distrust, ignorance of side-effects
(bias, irrationality, order effect) and the misrepresentation of context. Furthermore, the role of sub-
jective bias and the lack of research concerning exploration vs. exploitation are criticized.

6Ri j represents the rating of item oj by user ui ; r s+1
j refers to the item score of object oj in step s + 1; λ is a damping

factor.
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Fig. 5. Context as vectors (Ashtiani and Azgomi 2014).

Ashtiani and Azgomi (2014) tackle the first gap by expressing a state (vector) via quantum prob-
ability theory |ψ 〉 = α0 |distrust〉 + α1 |trust〉,7 which shows that both components are always si-
multaneously considered. The model represents context via quantum contextuality, which comes
down to the set of basis vectors. Context changes are then conceptualized via transformations and
rotation of these vectors (see Figures 5(a) and 5(b)).

Ashtiani and Azgomi (2014) conducted several experiments to showcase that their new model—
especially the bias-related components—were able to improve prediction quality. This includes
demonstrations regarding the filtering of malicious entities, as well as scenarios dealing with ex-
ploration vs. exploitation. The authors also use the experiments to point out the adjustability of
their new model.

5.3.2 Wierzbicki et al. The approach by Wierzbicki et al. (2013) (ID 3 in Table 6) is quite different
from StereoTrust. Their first step is explaining a perceived weakness they claim to have found in
other trust and reputation models. According to their paper, most of the approaches use only simple
numeric/Likert scales, which they deem insufficient to handle the complex multi-criteria nature
of trust/reputation. Furthermore, they assume that people—especially for negative ratings—tend
to add additional textual information if possible.

Wierzbicki et al. (2013) propose a new trust model and trust management system. They suggest
analyzing Internet auction traces to obtain user behavior information. These information are then
used to generate so-called proofs pAB = {c, {li , si }m(i=1)

}, which analyze the user behavior li (with

strength si ) between a trustor agent A and a trustee agent B in a given context c . Based on the
proofs they define an aggregation and a selection operator. The first uses the empirical distribution
to average the valuations si of each label li . Doing so they compute the strength of the aggregated
proof pAB

aдд , for example to summarize all proofs of one or different trustors to a single trustee

B. For the computation of the aggregated strength s
aдд
i special attention is paid to increase the

impact of extreme values. The selection operator enables the creation of a proof ranking allowing
the selection of the most relevant one. To achieve this it scales the strength values si to be able to
select (weakly) Pareto optimal solutions. Selecting a Pareto optimal solution provides the benefit
of having a solution that is “ideal” according to multiple targets/contexts.

5.3.3 3-R. The 3-R model has been proposed by Majd and Balakrishnan (2015) (ID 7 in Ta-
ble 6) aiming at the evaluation and selection of trustworthy agents in MAS environments, which
they perceive as next-gen computing. 3-R stands for the three major components of their model:

7Trust itself is defined as the quintuple T rust (X , Y , C, τ , д) with X being the trustor, Y the trustee, C the context, τ

the actions, and д the goal of the trustor. ψ in this case is the assigned name of the computed states, while α0 and α1 are
complex numbers (Nielsen and Chuang 2011).
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reliability, reputation, and risk of interactions. Majd and Balakrishnan (2015) suggest using them to
deal with the particular situation of a buyer lacking prior experiences with a potential seller.

Simulations using different distributions and groupings of beneficial and malevolent agents
yielded the desired result: Benevolent agents received higher scores for reliability, reputation, and
belief, while risk and disbelief were higher for malicious agents.

5.3.4 DISARM. The DISARM method proposed by Kravari and Bassiliades (2016) (ID 9 in Ta-
ble 6) is a distributed reputation model that is explicitly aimed at MAS. They suggest the use of a
distributed system using personal as well as witness information together with Defeasible Logic
(DL). Interestingly, the DISARM approach is one of the few approaches that is provided with a
computational complexity analysis.

Apart from the central element of distribution, DISARM has five additional principles. This
includes the usage of time and rating quality as influence factors, as well as using black- and
whitelists to handle special partners. The importance of interactions, as well the confidence with
them, are the remaining suggestions. Based on these principles, a set of rating parameters is de-
rived, including items like response time, validity, correctness, confidence, and a time stamp.

The conducted evaluations revealed that DISARM is delivering good utility and also able to
compete with different solutions regarding the reputation issue.

5.3.5 Comprehensive Reputation. Yan et al. (2015) (ID 10 in Table 6), the authors of the Compre-
hensive Reputation (CR) model, start their paper with an extensive overview of potential threats in
an e-commerce setting as well as with existing reputation models. To address these, they suggest
the use of social information like the social context or existing relationships between agents. Yet,
even here, Yan et al. (2015) find critical issues like the identity shift problem (which refers to the
fact that agents can easily change their ID/username and thus reappear with a new, yet unsullied
identity), imbalance vote bias, winner circle bias, and the early bird bias.

To account for the discovered problems, Yan et al. (2015) deem it fit to propose a new, graph-
based model for comprehensive reputation, making use of multiple trust sources and inter-user
links including their values and context. The previously identified issues are reduced to three
challenges the new model should address: the veracity of opinions (malicious agents misleading
user), the subjectivity of opinions and dynamics of behavior.

Yan et al. (2015) suggest the computation of two major reputation scores: behavior reputation
and social relationship reputation.

Both social relationship reputation and behavior reputation are aggregated to the CR score of
the evaluated agent.

To improve their model, Yan et al. (2015) propose three additional enhancements. The first is
a Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and Expectation-Confirmation Model (ECM) based filter for
bad-mouthing ratings. Second and associated third suggestion is a maximum risk tolerance, re-
spectively, a personalized MRT to have a clear indicator of which amount of risk will be taken.
The conducted evaluation provides evidence that the concept works but also reveals that it per-
forms best in environments with many defecting agents.

5.3.6 Ransi and Kobti. Differing from many of the other presented approaches, Ransi and Kobti
(2014) (ID 11 in Table 6) provide both a reputation as well as a trust model. Regarding their rep-
utation model, they point out that it was unique regarding using direct interaction and witnesses
as information sources. The underlying rationale according to Ransi and Kobti (2014) is that di-
rect interaction provides reliable information, whereas witness information is less scarce. Under
these circumstances, the authors point out the necessity to weight direct information higher, since
its usual quality was supposed to be superior. From the architectural perspective, they decided
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to use a centralized architecture that collects the ratings after each transaction to compute cen-
trally available reputation scores. Each rating in Ransi and Kobti (2014) model is, in fact, a triplet,
evaluating item described, performance and arrival time with the values 0 (bad), 1 and 2 (best). The
agent landscape is rather simple, with only two agent types being used (providers and consumers)
and the cold start problem being solved by letting consumers interact with all providers to collect
experience.

An evaluation comparing the hybrid approach to a direct information and witness information
is the only approach reveals the superiority of the hybrid over both methods. To conclude their
paper, Ransi and Kobti (2014) propose an additional trust model, which is aimed at private, non-
business users. It simply computes the trust value as the sum of all ratings of a provider divided
by the interactions conducted.

5.3.7 Kussul et al. For their reputation model, Kussul et al. (2013) (ID 12 in Table 6) have selected
a rather rare focus, by evaluating resistance to common threats and attacks on such models instead
of their performance. The application domain for which they develop this model is the area of grid
computing, which is characterized by distributed and heterogeneous resources.

First, Kussul et al. (2013) adjust a provider reputation model, which they claim to have taken
from Arenas et al. (2008, 2010). The utility-based model originally uses Service Level Agreements
(SLA) to measure utility and feeds the respective functions with events that are a tuple of different
variables (e.g., time, user, resource, etc.). In case a SLA is violated, a penalty value is added. As
a threat/attack countermeasure, they add three functions that should prevent consumer-resource
alliances, ensure time-decay valuation and the assignment of different ratings to different services.
Based on the utility values, reputation is computed as the expected value of the utility function.

As a second reputation model, a user reputation model is introduced that should check for and
punish users violating Virtual Organization (VO) policies. Here they base their work on the Sta-
tistical Model of User Behavior (SMUB) research they claim to have conducted earlier. It accounts
for a larger set of parameters like job site, execution target, CPU time, and job exit status.

For the conducted evaluation the reputation score was integrated into the grid scheduler to have
a multi-criterion scheduling system. Subsequent tests showed that the reputation system was able
to detect malicious nodes and to detect and fight several of the presented threats.

5.3.8 Chang et al. A model that is explicitly aimed at supply chains, respectively, the phase
of Supply Chain (SC) formation (determining partners) is presented by Chang et al. (2014) (ID 16
in Table 6). They claim that SCs are increasingly turning into VOs on the Internet, partly due to
the need for speed only achievable by digitization, yet without trust in such relationships being
sufficiently researched so far.

Since Chang et al. (2014) perceived binomial trust and reputation (good vs. bad) as insufficient,
they proposed seven new trust indicators to establish a multi-dimensional approach. Five of these
indicators capture subjective feelings of a customer (rater), like price and quality feedback regard-
ing products and services and the delivery time. Two additional ones capture supplier character-
istics, like the size and market share.

Based on these indicators, Chang et al. (2014) propose the reputation based decision model.
The first step regards collecting feedback in the form previously defined indicators. Here, Chang
et al. (2014) include both individual reputation based on direct information as a reliable input
and witness reputation based on indirect information to provide a broader data basis. For both
reputation parts, a time-decay function is applied before the single items are aggregated via the
weighted average. If both are available, then the final reputation includes both; otherwise, only
the available reputation parts are integrated.
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For the final decision, Chang et al. (2014) propose a multi-criteria decision-making model to add
the ability to consider even more criteria than just reputation. First, a set of axioms is presented that
the model components have to fulfill (e.g., weights being continuous and monotonically increasing).
If a certain amount of properties fulfill the threshold, then the underlying set is called a satisfaction
choice. From this set, the model then computes a state and a weight vector, which is used to make
a final decision. With the so-called “one-vote vetos,” Chang et al. (2014) add a special functionality
that automatically prevents the interaction with a supplier, if a certain variable has not reached
a certain threshold (e.g., price too high). The final evaluation of the model indicated that the k-
means filter can separate unfair ratings and that the one-vote veto has a strong impact, as it makes
reputation and trust much less influential.

5.3.9 Dynamic Selection of Reputation Mechanism. In contrast to most of the other analyzed
approaches, Tormo et al. (2015) (ID 17 in Table 6) do not present a new trust or reputation model
but rather a tool that allows one to dynamically select a suitable algorithm from a pool of existing
ones. They justify this concept by pointing out that environments like Internet of Things (IoT) are
extremely dynamic, whereas most available reputation/trust models hardly offer any options to
adjust them to different situations.

The engine selection is built on fuzzy sets and inference rules (with a set of linguistic labels for
interpretability), since Tormo et al. (2015) found them to be more flexible than classical sets (rules
can easily be extended by adding additional conditions etc.). Input data includes the current system
conditions as well as performance measurements representing the desired state.

Since running all engines in parallel would be too computationally complex, Tormo et al. (2015)
additionally provide a smooth transition functionality as a newly started reputation engine might
have to be initialized first. Thus, for a limited amount of time, two engines run in parallel providing
dynamically weighted contributions to the overall reputation, before finally only the currently
selected engine runs alone.

5.3.10 RPRep. Similar to the research by Kussul et al. (2013), Wang et al. (2016) (ID 18 in Table 6)
also present a model that is tailored to counter what they call tactical attacks and a Vehicular Ad
Hoc Network (VANET) specific attack, the so-called reputation link attack. They point out that
VANETs so far have been secured via firewalls and access control against external attackers, yet
internal attackers have not been considered sufficiently.

RPRep distinguishes two distinct message reputation types, one for services and another one
for feedback. To mitigate the above-mentioned attacks, each feedback rating has to fulfill require-
ments. Feedback on service reputation is checked via information entropy to discover collusion
attacks.

To counter the reputation link attacks, Wang et al. (2016) present the hidden zone and k-
anonymity approach. In the first method, protection is achieved by hiding reputation values in a
mix-zone (i.e., are areas where multiple vehicles concentrate (e.g., traffic lights). That way tracking
for an attacker (who is only able to observe local values) is only possible if it follows a target out of
the zone. To prevent attacks by attackers monitoring large areas (global attackers), k-anonymity as-
signs k-vehicles the same reputation value/range. The evaluation conducted by Wang et al. (2016)
shows that the tactical attacks can be fought successfully and that k-anonymity is sufficient to
block global attackers, while against local attackers a combo together with the hidden zone deliv-
ered the best results.

5.3.11 DSCS and DCSA. With the Distributed Secure Cooperative Sensing (DSCS) and the Dis-
tributed Cheat-Proof Spectrum Allocation (DCSA) strategies, Lin et al. (2015) (ID 19 in Table 6),
similar to Kussul et al. (2013) and Wang et al. (2016), propose another strategy explicitly focused on
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attacks and threats in a rather special environment, namely Cognitive Radio Networks (CRN). The
main concern in this domain is organizing the frequency sharing between different users. so-called
secondary users can exchange sensing results to improve their frequency detection performance.
However, this makes them vulnerable to internal attacks.

As a first step, the DSCS approach is suggested by Lin et al. (2015) to prevent attacks on the ac-
tual sensing phase. The strategy makes use of subjective logic (Jøsang and Hayward 2006), which
captures an opinion via a four-tuple ωx :y = {bx :y ,dx :y ,ux :y ,ax :y } containing an entity x ’s belief,
disbelief, uncertainty and base willingness to believe toward an entity y. As each entity will typi-
cally have multiple opinions from recent interaction, these will be aggregated into a single opin-
ion. Moreover, the opinions from prior points of time can be added to the final reputation, yet only
after applying a time decay function on the values. Once the probability expectation value of a
tuple of the final reputations falls below a threshold, the three entities with highest trustworthi-
ness/reputation are selected to search frequencies.

To prevent attacks on frequency allocations, Lin et al. (2015) add the DCSA strategy, based on
the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) mechanism, as a check-proof allocation strategy. DCSA first
measures a user’s and a system’s profit by weighting throughput based utility against reputation
based cost. In a next step, taxes are introduced depending on requested capacity per agent. This
way DCSA fulfills the VCG requirement of incentive compatibility and individual rationality, as
requesting more capacity than needed becomes unattractive. The concluding evaluation revealed
that especially DSCS has benefits in finding signals and mitigating attacks, whereas DCSA to a
certain degree depends on the careful work of the DSCS.

5.3.12 Fuzzy-Logic Based Trust and Reputation Model. Chandran et al. (2016) (ID 23 in Table 6)
propose a novel trust and reputation model to improve the security of resource allocation in cloud
environments. Similar to Hammer et al. (2015), Chandran et al. (2016) do not consider an agent-
agent interaction, but how a system can use user-feedback to assess the trustworthiness and rep-
utation of a cloud resource. The collected trust and reputation values of the resource are fed into
a fuzzy logic model as well as a shallow neural network. Subsequently, the values are merged via
a weighted average. Chandran et al. (2016) then use the score and a threshold to determine suit-
able, secure cloud services. Their evaluation is conducted on three distinct data sets and up to 250
users—however, only a little information is provided on dataset structure and experimental setup.

5.3.13 Hesitant Fuzzy Model of Computational Trust. In their second computational trust
model, Ashtiani and Azgomi (2016b) (ID 24 in Table 6) address five distinct open issues: Those
comprise the typical quantitative representation of trust, the inability to capture context, vague-
ness, and uncertainty, as well as the failure of most models to account for recommender taste and
changes of personality. Since Ashtiani and Azgomi (2016b) observed (human) agents suffering from
quantifying their satisfaction, they propose to use fuzzy linguistic terms (see Equation (2)), which
they convert to “hestitant fuzzy linguistic term sets” (see Equation (3)). Furthermore, Ashtiani and
Azgomi (2016b) allow trust to be composed of multiple—user-definable—criteria. Given their us-
age of recommender agents to evaluate potential trustee agents, Ashtiani and Azgomi (2016b) add
vagueness and certainty evaluations to assess the quality of recommendations. On top similarity
with trustor assessments and changes over time are considered to devaluate malicious or differ-
ent thinking recommenders. A suitable trustee is selected based on non-dominance choice degree
representing one of the final steps in the 13-step approach of Ashtiani and Azgomi (2016b):

pi
f =

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

− lower than high low
greater than medium − at most medium

at least high between very low and medium −

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

, (2)
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pi
f =

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

− {neither, very low, low, medium}
{high, very high, absolute} − {neither, very low, low, medium}
{high, very high, absolute} {very low, low, medium} −

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

. (3)

5.3.14 Type-2 Fuzzy Logic-Based Framework for Reputation Management. In their 2016 Infor-
mation Science publication, Acampora et al. (2016) (ID 25 in Table 6) propose another fuzzy logic
reputation model tailored for the domain of peer-to-peer (P2P) e-commerce. After each trade trans-
action, a trust value is computed for each agent evaluating its performance as a seller or buyer and
then also sent to the respective peer agent. Furthermore, each agent computes its reputation based
on feedback from other peers it interacted with previously—considering the credibility regarding
the proximity of their opinion to the actual reputation values in prior transactions. To improve the
handling of uncertainty and vagueness prevalent in P2P systems, Acampora et al. (2016) use Inter-
val Type-2 Fuzzy Sets to add additional degrees of freedom. They use a precision- and recall-based
evaluation with eBay and simulated data to indicate their systems superiority over conventional
ones such as EigenTrust, PeerTrust or eBay.

5.3.15 Filtering Trust Opinions Through Reinforcement Learning. With the Actor-Critic Trust
(ACT) model, Yu et al. (2014c) (ID 26 in Table 6) provide a novel computational trust model to
deal with malicious agents as well as the necessity of previous trust models to manually tune pa-
rameters to detect such agents. For this, the actor-critic reinforcement learning method is used.
By comparing received recommendations of other agents with the actual outcome of the transac-
tion allows the method to learn an appropriate weighting for the recommending peers. Beyond
strict exploitation, the ACT model also enables exploration of new assessors for which no prior
information is available.

5.3.16 Reputation-Based Bootstrapping Mechanism. Working in the domain of intrusion detec-
tion systems (IDS) and collaborative alert systems (CAS), Pérez et al. (2014) (ID 27 in Table 6)
introduce a novel reputation model that is specifically tailored to the assignment of initial rep-
utation scores to newcomers. The offered reputation score heavily depends on detection skills a
newcomer (device) can and is willing to offer to the IDS, respectively, CAS. Depending on the
type of device (mobile or static or new security domain) and entrance to the network (complete
newcomer or re-entrance) the applied algorithms slightly differ.

5.3.17 FIRE+—Multidimensional Decentralized Trust and Reputation Model. Based upon the ex-
isting FIRE trust and reputation model (Huynh et al. 2006), Qureshi et al. (2013) (ID 29 in Table 6)
propose a novel model version to deal with malicious and collusive agents. Using both direct and
indirect trust information for the computational model, Qureshi et al. (2013) use this information
to uncover the likelihood of agent collusion. An indicator for such behavior may be the compara-
tively high number of recommendations from a subset of agents toward a specific trustee that goes
far beyond the number of recommendations from other agents toward that trustee. Furthermore,
Qureshi et al. (2013) use transaction history information to determine the confidence to be placed
into trust and reputation scores based on the number and quality of prior transaction experiences.

5.3.18 Combination Trust Model for Multi-Agent Systems. A computational trust model for
multi-agent systems is proposed by Nguyen and Tran (2013) (ID 30 in Table 6). Similar to many of
the other—and typically later—publications, Nguyen and Tran (2013) make use of trust informa-
tion from both direct experiences as well as second-hand information. While the authors consider
a time decay factor as well as different weighting strategies between direct and indirect trust val-
ues, the proposed model lacks a handle for malicious agents by assuming their trustworthiness.
Based on their model evaluations, Nguyen and Tran (2013) suggest always to consider both trust
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sources for decision making. For the sharing of reputation information, they deem sharing the full
and direct-only trust information as viable.

5.3.19 Computational Dynamic Trust Model for User Authorization. Zhong et al. (2015) (ID 36
in Table 6) propose a computational dynamic trust model intended for usage in resource selection
for P2P systems or ad hoc networks. In this model, Zhong et al. (2015) distinguish integrity and
competence trust: The former refers to the general, non-context-dependent belief in the honesty
of a trustee with a large amplitude over time, whereas the latter relates to the context-dependent
belief in a trustee’s abilities and expertise, which has been found to be slightly steady. Via the
inclusion of predictability—assessing the variability of trustee behavior and the number of prior
transactions—a confidence value is added for each trust score. Wherever direct assessments are
not available, Zhong et al. (2015) fall back to using reputation values collected from other agents.
For the different setups, e.g., the presence or absence of direct information or a focus on shared
beliefs, Zhong et al. (2015) provide different methods to compute the trusting beliefs.

5.3.20 Trust and Reputation Model for Robotic Sensor Networks. To encounter the risks and un-
certainties associated with the deployment of robotic sensor networks (RSNs), Tuna et al. (2013)
(ID 40 in Table 6) propose a corresponding trust and reputation model. Their five-stepped model
mostly uses reputation information collected from nodes in a given RSN to select a suitable ser-
vice providing node. Here, evaluation quality is improved by Tuna et al. (2013) via the inclusion of
confidence levels, respectively, credibility of the informing nodes. All potential service providing
nodes are globally ranked based on their aggregated reputation value, and the consuming service
agent subsequently evaluates the selected node. Given the need to minimize energy consump-
tion and bandwidth in RSNs enhance their model by incorporating additional steps to aggregate
exchanged information.

6 CONCLUSIONS

While this article is long, it feels short given the complexity of the underlying topic as well as the
extensive amount of research already conducted; here, we subsume some conclusions that can be
drawn from it.

The first contribution of this article is the provision of extensive definitions for the concepts of
Trust and Reputation. Since researchers over the past 25 years were unable to agree on a standard
definition, it appears to be necessary as well as valuable to present a detailed analysis on the state of
research. By doing so the reader is expected to gain a good understanding on the relevant concepts,
including potential gaps helping him to get a better grip on potential inconsistencies in the existing
computational trust and reputation models. Furthermore, the review gives additional definitions
for computational trust and computational reputation, to provide a clear differentiation as well as a
cognitive link between the original human concept and its digital adaptation. As a complement, an
overview of the relationship between trust and reputation is provided to enable the reader better
understanding of the ambiguous link between the two ideas.

The second contribution—and most important—is the creation of a new schematic/matrix review
scheme to assess (computational) trust and reputation models. For this aim, some of the most influ-
ential and most cited review papers in this academic area (Pinyol and Sabater-Mir 2013b; Sabater
and Sierra 2005) have been analyzed. To integrate the existing approaches, their most distinctive
characteristics were extracted and merged into a new review scheme. Some additional concepts
reoccurring in related literature but so far not present in review studies have been added to put
the maximum amount of insight into the created matrix scheme. The rationale for the provision of
such an extensive tabularized matrix lies in the idea of enabling the quickest possible assessment
of a maximum amount of research.
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As a final—and second major contribution—40 recent computational trust and reputation models
have been evaluated. This enabled us to help bridging the gap between the last past review papers
by Pinyol and Sabater-Mir (2013b) and Yu et al. (2013) to the current day. Considering the high
amount of activity exhibited on these research topics, which demands a regular update on the
latest models to appear for one to keep track of the ongoing developments. Furthermore, we think
this work, especially the put forward review matrices, enables a quick yet effective access to a
large set of highly relevant research.

Beside these conceptual contributions, the present survey allowed some insightful delving into
the current state of research. The analysis revealed that certain characteristics, such as the use of
multiple input sources, consideration of cheating, hybrid approaches (trust and reputation) as well
as the provision of procedural and cognitive concepts have apparently become common, which
is good in a research area that has not a good record of consensus. MAS, often mentioned in
close relationship with computational trust and reputation, are shown to be a well-used concept.
However, the review indicates that other approaches like ANN or SVM should also be taken into
consideration.

While some aspects of research regarding trust and reputation apparently start to converge,
important issues such as how to aggregate trust and reputation or how to select a suitable partner
are still vividly discussed. In these aspects, the 40 reviewed papers show the least commonalities.
Moreover, some elements like computational efficiency and standardized testbeds (or real-world
data) are not yet considered, which is interesting considering the IoT or mobile devices. Also,
issues regarding comparability should be taken on board. The lack of any kind of reference model
so far is a striking observation given the fact that researchers have been tackling these topics for
more than 25 years.

For the sake of completeness, it has to be mentioned that this survey has some limitations. One
of them is that even despite deemed as a useful tool for research, the matrix scheme was difficult
to apply on all analyzed research papers. Typically, non-standardized vocabulary is used, which
makes it cumbersome to assign an appropriate value to each analyzable characteristic. Part of the
problem might be the fact that the reviewed models deal with multiple aspects of the computational
trust and reputation domain, such as, model bootstrapping, security concerns and domain specific
issues. Multiple different matrix schemes would have been the perfect fit, which, however, was
undesirable as it would lose the advantage of comparability.

This systematic literature review has been focused on considering only journal publications,
since these usually undergo the most extensive review and revision cycles. Hence, journal arti-
cles typically represent the primary venue for searching (high) quality research. Also, their usual
rather extensive length makes a review and summarization valuable. For the future, we intend
to extend our review to include the more fast-paced conference proceedings—especially those
exhibiting high impact in the domain of trust and reputation research (e.g., International Confer-
ence on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems (AAMAS); Association for the Advancement
of Artificial Intelligence (AAAI); International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI);
IEEE International Conference on Web Services (ICWS), IEEE International Conference on Ser-
vices Computing (SCC); International Conference on Service-Oriented Computing (ICSOC); The
International World Wide Web Conference (WWW), etc.).

From these observations and limitations, a new set of future research directions can be derived.
This, namely, the creation of the first reference model, appears to be beneficial. This might help
to avoid creating new models without reconciling with already conducted research. An additional
interesting move would be the creation of standardized (real-world data) testbeds. Those would
be extremely beneficial regarding comparability. Even though (computational) trust and reputa-
tion are both expressed in extensive definitions like the ones presented in this article, another
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potential direction for future research would be to rethink the way of defining those concepts.
While up to now considered as large, monolithic concepts, rethinking them with regard to the
application domains and its problems may prove to be inherently valuable. It would allow more
concise and actionable specifications tailored to the specifics of each field. With this contribution
focusing on the conceptual level of (computational) trust and reputation models created and used
in recent research, it would be desirable for future publications to provide additional analysis of
the actual implementations and the underlying technical perspective. Ideas for such a contribu-
tion include, but are not limited to, the provision of complexity analyses, an overview overused
network topologies for trust/reputation information exchange as well as implemented APIs to ex-
isting systems. The last and maybe the most utopic idea drawn from this long reader would be the
design of a standardized vocabulary based on the already proposed review schemes, to enable a
discussion liberated from terminological misunderstandings.

ELECTRONIC APPENDIX

The electronic appendix for this article can be accessed in the ACM Digital Library.
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